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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of semiconducting behavior of 5mB6 in 1969,1 the fonnation of a
small energy gap in 4f-electron systems has been the subject of intensive studies. The
presence of energy gap of several 10 K was found in valence-fluctuating (VF) compounds
gold SmS, TmSe and YbB 12 with cubic structures.2-4 A simple picture of these systems is
that the hybridization of the 4f electron states and the conduction band leads to the small gap
at the Fermi level.5 However, the detailed mechanism of the gap formation remains
unsettled. Recently, CeNiSn has been found to be the fIrst example of a cerium compound
showing the behavior of a small-gapped semiconductor.6 From the activation-type
resistivity, the gap energy Eg was estimated to be 6 K. This compound crystallizes in an
orthorhombic structure (Pn21a),7 which is closely related to the E-TiNiSi type structure.
Subsequently, similar gap formation has been found in Ce3Pt3B4 and CeRhSb,8,9 where
the values of Eg are 70 and 8 K, respectively. The latter crystallizes in the same'type of
structure as CeNiSn, whereas the former in the cubic Y3Au3Sb4-type structure. These
fIndings have renewed the interest in the problemo(the insulating ground state of the
Kondo lattice. lO,ll

In this article, we review the experimental studies of the transport, magnetic and thermal
properties of CeNiSn.I2-17 The results obtained on single crystalline samples demonstrate
that an anisotropic gap opens in the heavy-fermion bands as temperature is reduced below 6
K. Because of the small gap energy of several Kelvins, we expect strong effects of magnetic
field and pressure on the gapped state. The strength of hybridization in this compound can
be controlled by substituting Co, Cu and Pt for Ni in the nonmagnetic sublattice. The
substituted s'amples serve as systems where one can examine the coherence effect on the gap
formation. Furthermore, we compare the physical properties of CeNiSn with those of the
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isostructural compopnd CePtSn, the latter of which is an antiferromagnetic Kondo
compound with TN = 7.5 K.18,19

2. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

Polycrystalline samples were prepared from stoichiometric starting materials by arc
melting in a purified argon atmosphere. The samples were homogenized by annealing in
quartz ampoules for 10 days at 1000·C. Single crystals were grown from Ames Laboratory
Ce by a Czochralski technique in a triarc furnace or by a floating-zone method in an infrared
mirror furnace. From metallographic examination and electron-probe microanalysis
(EPMA) of the as-grown crystal, impurity phases of CeNi2Sn2 and cerium oxides were
detected at the tail end and on the surface. As shown in Fig. 1, a line-shaped impurity phase

of Ce3Ni4Sn3 of 1-10 J.lm width was detected even in the central part of the crystal. The

volume fraction of this phase is less than about 1% of the sample, which is much smaller
than that assumed by Kasuya20 to explain the anomalous properties of CeNiSn based on a
two-phase model. The impurity phase of Ce3Ni4Sn3 could not be eliminated by starting
with off-stoichiometric compositions of Ce1.0SNiSn1.03 and Ce1.07NiSnl.05. However, any
deviation from the 1-1-1 stoichiomerty larger than the resolution of about 0.3 at. %. was not
detected by EPMA for the host phase in spite of the off-stoichiometric starting
compositions.

The unit cell of CeNiSn consists of four formula units and hence contains an even
number of valence electrons irrespective of the valence states of the Ce ions. We note here
that in CeRhSb, which exhibits similar semiconducting behavior, the number of valence
electrons is supposed to be same as in CeNiSn. In the orthorhombic structures of the two
compounds,. the Ce atoms form a zigzag chain along the a axis. Recently, band structure
calculations on CeNiSn have been performed by Yanase and Harima21 using a self
consistent LAPW method. According to their calculations, CeNiSn is a semimetal with a
hole Fermi surface on the .1 axis and two electron Fermi surface centered at the X points.
The overlap of the valence band with the conduction band is about 600 K. Since the 4f
components are about 80 % both at the top of the valence band and the bottom of the
conduction band, we expect large effect of strong correlation among 4f electrons on the
transport and magnetic properties of this compound.

Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrograph of a CcNiSn crystal showing the impurity phase of Ce3Ni.4Sn3.
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3. BASIC PROPERTIES OF CeNiSn

3.1 Magnetic Susceptibility
In Fig. 2, magnetic susceptibility x(T) of a single crystalline sample of CeNiSn along the

three principal axes is compared with that of CePtSn along the a axis labelled as Xa(T).13,19

We note here that the relationship Xa> Xb > Xc at low temperatures is the same for the two
compounds. Hence, we may attribute the magnetic anisotropy in CeNiSn to the effect of the
hybridization similar to that in CePtSn where Ce ions are almost trivalent. !Iowever, the
temperature dependence is weaker in CeNiSn at low temperatures below 100 K, which is an
indication of valence fluctuation in this compound. The VF character has been confmned by
inelastiC neutron scattering experiments,22 by which no well-defined crystal-field (CF)
excitations are observed. The maximum in Xa(T) at 12 K for CeNiSn is not associated with

a long-range magnetic order as will be discussed later. Instead, it can be attributed to the
development of antiferromagnetic correlations among quasiparticles as observed in neutron
scattering experiments.23
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Fig. 2. Magnetic susceptibility vs temperature for single-crystalline

CeNiSn (H//a, H//b,H//c) and CePtSn (HI/a).

3.2 Electrical Resistivity
Figure 3 represents the resistivity peT) of CeNiSn and CePtSn as a function of temper

ature. 13,19 As temperature is decreased from 300 K, the peT) curves of CeNiSn initially
show a quasi-logarithmic increase in all directions, whereas those of CePtSn are metallic.

From a local maximum around 100 K for PaCT) and 60 K for Pb(T), the Kondo temperature
TK of CeNiSn is estimated to be about 100 K for the degenerate J = 5/2 manifold.
Another InT dependence for PaCT) appears between 15 and 40 K, which is similar to that
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found in the magnetic part of the resistivity in CePtSn.l9 The close similarity suggests the
presence of another Kondo scale of about 30 K for the CF ground state in CeNiSn although
the CF level scheme is not well defined.

A local maximum in PaCT) appears at the same temperature of 12 K at which Xa(T) shows

the peak. The decrease in both PaCT) and Pb(T) below 12 K indicates that the system goes
into the coherent scattering regime. With further decrease of temperature below 6 K, the
resistivities turn to increase. An activation-type variation appears only in a small temperature
range between 2.5 and 4.6 K. Nevertheless, the gap energy EglkB=Tg in the formula p(T)

= poexp(Eg/2kBT) was deduced as 1.0,4.8 and 8.0 K for the a, band c axes, respectively.
Such a large difference in Tg implies an anisotropic gapping of the density of states on the
Fermi surface. The value of Tg along the c axis is still one order of magnitude smaller than

that reported for Ce3Pt3Bi4. As shown in the inset of Fig. 3, PcCT) and Pb(T) pass through
a weak maximum at 0.4 and 0.6 K, respectively, and decrease with further decreasing
temperature. A plausible explanation for this temperature dependence is that the gapping of
the quasiparticle band is incomplete or there exist impurity bands in the gap.

3.3 Hall Effect
The temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient RH for three configurations HJ/a

(II/b), H//b CIIIc) and H//c (II/b) is represented in Fig. 4 from Ref. 15. The three curves rise
rapidly with decreasing temperature below 100 K and exhibit a positive peak around 9 K,
followed by a precipitous drop to a negative value. The positive RH peak of the size of
5xlO-3cm3/C is in common with those found in heavy-fermion compounds like CeAl3 and
CeRu2Si2.24 Acording to the theory of Fert and Levy,25 the strong temperature dependence
of RH with a positive peak arises from the contribution of the intrinsic skew scattering.
Further, the extraordinary part of RH is proportional to the product of X(T) and magnetic

resistivity PmCT). Between 100 and 10 K; RH(HI/a) approximately follows the product.
Since the peak temperature of RH in heavy-fermion systems is regarded as the
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onset of coherence,24 the above result indicates that the electronic state in CeNiSn gradually
goes into a coherent scattering regime below 9 K. This temperature is somewhat lower than
the maximal temperature in XaCT) and PaCT) at 12 K. The strong decrease in RH below 5 K
can be ascribed to the reduction of carrier density caused by the opening of the energy gap in
the density of states. If we assume a single type of carriers, the concentration at 1.3 K is
estimated to be 4.6x10-3 per formula unit from the data for HI/c.

3.4 Specific Heat
The specific heat C of a single crystalline sample of CeNiSn is shown in Fig. 5 in a plot

of crr vs T2 for T < 16 K. No appreciable anomaly exists near 12 K, and hence the
peaking in both XaCT) and PaCT) at 12 K does not originate from a long-range magnetic
order. The value of crr decreases almost linearly with T2 down to nearly 6 K and then
suddenly diminishes. This temperature dependence is consistent with the opening of a gap
below 6 K as inferred from the transport properties. Furthermore, the large value of crr of
0.2 JjK2moi near 6 K indicates the development of a narrow band of heavy quasiparticles
antecedent to the gap opening. Using the relation between y and TKderived for a single

Kondo impurity, TK :::: 0.68R/y (R is the gas constant),26 TK is estimated as 28 K. This

temperature is within the lower temperature range where PaCT) increases as In T, and thus
this TK can be regarded as the Kondo temperature for the CF ground state.

The magnetic contribution to the specific heat, Cm, was estimated by subtracting the data
of LaNiSn from that of CeNiSn. As shown in the inset of Fig. 5, cmrr reveals a
pronounced maximum near 6.7 K. The magnetic entropy up to 20 K amounts to only half of
Rln2. Between 1.5 and 5 K, Cmrr shows a linear variation, cmrr:::: y+ AT, as opposed to
the T2 dependence of Cmrr in usual metallic systems. The observed temperature dependence
is consistent with the renormalized density of states with a V-shaped gap near the Fermi
level EF, which was first proposed based on the results of NMR experiments.27 The
nuclear-spin lattice relaxation rate lrrl of 119Sn in CeNiSn was found to be proportional to
T3 between 0.4 and 1.3 K. The proposed density of states is proportional to IE-EFllEg,

which yields a T3 dependence for 1rrl and a T2 dependence for Cm at low temperatures
below Tg =Eg/kB'
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3.5 Magnetic Correlations Sudied by NMR and /lSR
Both NMR and /lSR techniques have been employed to study the magnetic correlations in

CeNiSn at low temperatures. Kyogaku et a1.28 extended the temperature range of NMR
experiments down to 80 mK. They observed a strong deviation of IfTl of 119Sn from the
T3 behavior below 0.4 K. With further decrease of temperature below 0.13 K, Iffl
decreases exponentially together with an increase in the line width. The results suggest that
the pseudogap state becomes unstable below 0.4 K and a spin excitation gap is induced by
the development of quasistatic magnetic correlations.

Krazer et al.29 revealed from /lSR experiments that CeNiSn exhibits properties typical of
a paramagnet moving towards magnetic order below 1 K. However, no transition into
long-range order was observed down to 33 mK. The formation of extended spin correlation
up to short-range order is deduced from the unusual dependence of muon spin relaxation
rate and muon spin precession frequency on external field.

4. HIGR·MAGNETIC FIELD STUDIES

4.1 Magnetization
The field dependence of magnetization M(H) of single crystal CeNiSn at 1.3 K is

represented in Fig. 6 from Ref. 16. The M(H) curve only along the a axis exhibits a weak
metamagnetic-like transition near 13 T. It is more clearly seen in the derivative susceptibility
dM/dH vs H. However, the increase in M associated with the transition is much smaller
than that found in nonmagnetic heavy-fermion compounds like CeRu2Si2.30 This fact
suggests that the weak transition in CeNiSn is not due to the suppression of
antiferromagnetic intersite interactions as found in CeRu2Si2 but due to the collapse of the
pseudogap. Above 20 T, MaCH) increases linearly with increasing field and attains 0.3
J!B/Ce at 36 T. The size of the magnetization is only' one fourth of that found in the

isostructural, antiferromagnetic compound CePtSn, 1.2 /lB/Ce)9 The small and linearly
increasing moment in CeNiSn can be interpreted as a result of strong Kondo-type interaction
persisting even after the pseudogap has collapsed. Assuming the effective moment of 0.3
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Fig. 7. Magnetoresistance of CeNiSn at 1.4 K

(after ref. 14).

~B!Ce, the magnetic energy at the transition field of 13 T corresponds to the thermal energy
of 2.6 K, which is comparable to the gap energy estimated from the a-axis resistivity.

4.2 Magnetoresistance
Strong suppression of the energy gap in CeNiSn by application of magnetic field was

first demonstrated by the magnetoresistance measurements on a polycrystalline sample.12

The resistivity at 1.7 K was found to decrease from 730 to 200 ~ncm as the field is ra,.ised

to 24 T. The results obtained on single crystalline samples show very strong anisotropy.l4

The normalized magnetoresistance tlp(H)/p(O), where tlp(H) = p(H)-p(O), at 1.4 K are
presented in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). At H = 15 T, the negative magnetoresistance for Hila
attains -88%, which is much larger than for Hllb and HlIe. Thus, the energy gap is most
sensitive to the magnetic field applied along the easy a axis. For Hila, the dependence of
magnetoresistance on the current direction was further examined. In Fig. 7(b), the field

dependence of tlp(H)/p(O) for IIIe is 'similar to that for Illb, whereas Llp(H)/p(O) for Ilia is
almost constant up to 4 T and then gradually decreases with increasing field. These results
suggest a strong anisotropic scattering mechanism under magnetic fields.

Shown in Fig. 8 is the temperature dependence of the resistivity along the three principal

axes in fields of 0, 12 and 14 T. At H = OT, PaCT) exhibits a maximum near 11.4 K, which
has been ascribed to the development of antiferromagnetic correlations. In a field of 14 T
parallel to the a axis, this maximum is almost smeared out. The strong suppression of the
upturn below 6 K is a result of the gap suppression by magnetic fields. A drastic effect
occurs in the resistivity for the configuration I/Ib and Hila, which indicates metallic behavior
and is in contrast to the semiconductor-like behavior for HlIe. Furthermore, at temperatures
below 4 K, it obeys a T2 dependence with a coefficient of 1.0 ~ncm/K2 and a residual

resistivity of 39 ~Qcm. The size of this coefficient is typical for moderately heavy fermion
systems.
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4.3 Specific Heat in Magnetic Fields
The' suppression of the energy gap by magnetic field was further studied by specific-heat

measurements. 14 Temperature variations of the specific heat of CeNiSn in magnetic fields
parallel to the a and c axes are shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. At H = 0 T, err
is almost proportional to T between 0.3 and 0.8 K and the linear extrapolation to T= 0 K
yields ay value of 57 mJjK2mol. This size of'Y value seems to be too large to be ascribed to
the contribution from impurity phases. Rather, it may be the contribution from the residual
density of states at Ep in the pseudogap, as inferred from the saturation of the resistivity
below 1 K. The origin of the upturn in err below 0.2 K is not clear yet.

Wheri magnetic field is raised to 12 T, the value of err is strongly enhanced for H//a,
whereas it is almost unchanged for HI/c. For HI/a, the field dependence of err was
measured at 0.15,0.42 and 0.76 K.14 The values of CIT at these temperatures stay constant
for H < 4 T and then increase monotonically from about 70 to 125 mJjK2mol. This large
enhancement is consistent with the heavy-fermion behavior in Pb(T) at 12 T in Fig. 8(b).
These results support the idea that the density of states in the minimum of the V-shaped
pseudogap is increased by application of magnetic field along the easy axis of
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magnetization. In this anisotropic suppression of the pseudogap, a strong spin polarization
of the renonnalized band should play an important role.

5. HIGH-PRESSURE STUDIES

The effect of application of pressure on the gapped state in CeNiSn has been studied by
Kurisu et al.3 1.32 from resistivity measurements. As a typical result, the a-axis resistivity is
Shown in Fig. 10. With increasing pressure, the upturn in PaCT) below 6 K is strongly
suppressed, and the local maximum at 12 K shifts to higher temperatures. Above 12 kbar,
the resistivity shows metallic behavior with a single maximum around 100 K. This
maximum, which originates in the interplay of the Kondo effect and the CF effect, shifts
also to higher temperatures. Generally, application of pressure on cerium-based Kondo
lattice compounds increases the degree of the 4f-ligand hybridization so that the
renonnalized band broadens.33 As a result, the value of TK is increased and hence the
maximal temperature of the resistivity due to the Kondo effect is elevated. In fact, we find
large shift of both the peaks in PaCT) , which are originally at 12 and 65 K, respectively, to
30 and 180 K. The broadening of the renonnalized band should also be responsible for the
suppression of the gap at low temperatures. In other words, the gap formation in CeNiSn is
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Fig. 10. Electrical resistivity vs InT for single

crystalline CeNiSn along the a axis under various

applied hydrostatic pressures.

Fig. 11. Electrical resistivity vs temperature for

CeNiSn at hydrostatic pressures 0, 18 and 20 kbar.
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strongly suppressed by the increase of the degree of hybridization. We will see in the next
section that the reduced hybridization by negative chemical pressure also suppresses the
gap.

It is interesting to compare the effect of pressure on the resistivity with that of magnetic
field. Comparing the resistivity curves in Figs. 8 and 11, we notice that the effect of
application of 20 kbar is comparable with that of a magnetic field of 14 T applied along the a
axis. However, a simple scaling is rather difficult because the negative magnetoresistance is
significant only below 30 K, whereas the overall temperature dependence is changed by
application of pressure.

6. EFFECT OF ALLOYING

Low-temperature properties of heavy-fermion compounds are generally very sensitive to
a small amount of substitution.34 We expect that the substitution of 3d element Co or Cu for
the Ni atom in CeNiSn would change the number of conduction electrons. If the Ni atom is
replaced by the 4d or 5d atom in the same column in the periodic table, Le., Pd or Pt, then
the unit cell volume would increase without changing the number of conduction electrons so
much. Keeping this in mind, we have performed systematic studies of the substituted
systems CeNil_xTxSn with T= Co, Cu and Pt.

Figure 12 shows variations of the lattice parameters with x. The substitution of Co for Ni
hardly changes the lattice parameters, whereas that of eu leads to a linear increase in the
three parameters. By the substitution of Pt, the c parameter increases significantly but the a
parameter slightly decreases. For CeNil_xCuxSn, we previously reported that the energy
gap disappears near x= 0.1 and then a long-range antiferromagnetic order develops for x ~
0.'13,12 Hereafter, we compare the magnetic and thennal properties of the Co and Pt
substituted systems. Temperature dependences of the magnetic susceptibility xCT) of
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polycrystalline samples of CeNil_xTxSn for T== Co and Pt are shown in Figs. 13 (a) and
13(b), respectively. The measurements were performed on powdered samples which were
pre-aligned by application of a magnetic field of 14 Tat 4.2 K.

The data of CeNiSn with a maximum around 12 K agree with those of X(T) along the a
axis of the single crystalline sample as was shown in Fig. 2. This agreement guarantees that
the powders are aligned along the easy a axis of the magnetization. In Fig. 13(a), the values
of X(T) for T<100 K decrease as x is increased in CeNil_xCoxSn. At higher Co
concentration x ;::: 0.2, a broad maximum appears around 100 K and the value of the
paramagnetic Curie temperature estimated from the Curie-Weiss fitting exceeds -130 K.
These features are the signals for the transition to the VF regime. The Pt substitution has an
opposite effect on the system and leads to the Kondo regime. In Fig. 13(b), the low

temperature value of X(T) increases with increasing x in CeNil-xPtxSn, resulting in the
recovery of the Curie-Weiss behavior down to low temperatures. The paramagnetic Curie'
temperature remains constant at about -70 K.

The trend toward either the VF or the Kondo regime is confirmed by the result of
magnetization measurements at 4.2 K. As shown in Fig. 14(a), the slope of the magneti
zation curve decreases with increasing Co concentration. A downward curvature near 4 T
for x ~ 0:1 may indicate the saturation of impurity contribution. All the magnetization curves
of the Pt substituted samples are almost linear with field~ The value of M(H) at H = 14.6 T
increases linearly with increasing Pt concentration, whereas it decreases with Co

concentration at almost the same rate of dM/dx == 0.42 IlB.
As mentioned above, Co substitution for Ni in CeNiSn may decrease the number of

conduction electrons. The Fermi level accordingly lowers toward the level of the unrenor
malized 4f states, Ef. For a Cerium impurity in metal, the Kondo temperature TK is
proportional to exp[-l/Ul N(EF)], where J is the effective exchange integral given by
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J =1Vk,p2/(Ef-EF) with the hybridization matrix element Vk,f between the 4f state and the
conduction electrons.35 Then, TK is expected to be strongly enhanced by Co substitution
and the system is converted to the VF regime, as is experimentally observed. On the
contrary, the negative chemical pressure induced by the Pt substitution may weakens the
hybridization of the 4f states with the Sn-5p and Ni-3d states. In fact, recent photoemission
study by Nohara et a1.36 have revealed that the hybridization weakens significantly on going
from CeNiSn to CePtSn. The decrease of Vk,f in the above expression for TK results in the
lowering of the value of TK. This is consistent with the transition into the Kondo regime
observed for the Pt substituted system.

The effect of the substitution. on the gapped state in CeNiSn was studied by the
measurements of resistivity and specific heat. However, the temperature dependence of
resistivity of polycrystalline samples ofCeNil_xTxSn (T= Co and Pt) was found to be very
sample-dependent even for. a fixed value of x. This is presumably caused by the preferred
orientation of the sample, as is expected from the highly anisotropic behavior in the the
resistivity of the single crystalline sample (see Fig. 3). This situation did not allow us to
study how the gap energy changes as a function of x.

The low-temperature specific heat of CeNir -xTxSn (T= Co and Pt) changes smoothly
with x as shown in Fig. 15.37,38 For pure CeNiSn, the sudden decrease in CIT below 6 K
originates from the gap formation in the density of states: With increasing Pt concentration,
the value of CIT increases and an upturn in CIT appears for x ~ 0.12. This change implies
that the density of quasiparticle states grows within the gap and eventually a heavy fermion
band is fonned. The Kondo temperature for the x = 0.2 sample is estimated to be 25 K from
an analysis of CIT using the isolated Kondo impurity mode1.38 The pronounced peak' at 2.1
K for x = 0.33 indicates the development of a long-range magnetic order for higher Pt
concentration. This trend is consistent with the increased magnetic moment with Pt
concentration, as was shown in Fig.14. We recall here that the transition into an
antiferromagnetically ordered state is induced by the Cu substitution at a smaller concent-
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ration x =0.13,12 In this case, the increase in both the number of 3d electrons and the unit
cell volume may promote the transition.

On the other hand, the substitution of only 3 at. % Co is enough to reduce the value of err
substantially throughout the temperature range below 30 K. Thereby, the anomaly due to
the gap formation below 6 K is also smeared out. This in turn suggests that a moderate
mass-enhancement is a necessary condition for the gap formation. Comparing the results of
the Co, Cu and Pt substituted systems, we find that any replacement of about 10% of the Ni
sublattice in CeNiSn closes the energy gap. This fact implies that the loss of the periodicity
in the Kondo-lattice is very destructive for the gap formation.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this article, we reviewed our experimental attempts to understand the semiconductor
like behavior in CeNiSn at low temperatures. The results of transport, thermal and magnetic
measurements characterize this compound as a rare example located near the crossover
between the Kondo and VF regimes. The highly anisotropic behavior reflects the strong
hybridization of the 4f states with the Sn-5p and Ni-3d states in the orthorhombic structure.
The Kondo temperature of this system is about 28 K. At low temperatures below 12 K,
cohererice of local spin fluctuations develops, as indicated by the peaking in both PaCT) and

Xa(T) at 12 K and in RHCT) at 9 K. An anisotropic gap opens in the heavy-quasiparticle
bands as temperature is reduced below 6 K. This semiconducting state with a charge
excitation gap of several Kelvins is destructible by applying either hydrostatic pressure of
20 kbar or magnetic field of 13 T along the easy a axis. Substitutions of Co and Pt for a
few percent of Ni in CeNiSn destroy the energy gap and shift the system toward the VF
and the heavy-fermion regimes, respectively. The combined results indicate that the gap
formation in CeNiSn is very sensitive to the degree of hybridization of the 4f and the
conduction electron states. It is also emphasized that the development of coherence in the
Kondo lattice is crucial for the gap formation.
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